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Cross domain recommendation (CDR) has been proposed to tackle the data sparsity problem in recommender
systems. This paper focuses on a common scenario for CDR where different domains share the same set of
users but no overlapping items. The majority of recent methods have explored shared-user representation
to transfer knowledge across different domains. However, the idea of shared-user representation resorts to
learn the overlapped properties of user preferences across different domains and suppresses the domain-
specific properties of user preferences. In this paper, we attempt to learn both properties of user preferences
for CDR, i.e. capturing both the overlapped and domain-specific properties. In particular, we assume that
each user’s preferences in one domain can be expressed by the other one, and these preferences can be
mutually converted to each other with the so-called equivalent transformations. Based on this assumption, we
propose an equivalent transformation learner (ETL) which models the joint distribution of user behaviors
across different domains. The equivalent transformations in ETL relax the idea of shared-user representation
and allow the learned preferences in different domains to have the capacity of preserving the domain-
specific properties as well as the overlapped properties. Extensive experiments on three public benchmarks
demonstrate the effectiveness of ETL compared with recent state-of-the-art methods. Codes and data are
available online: https://github.com/xuChenSJTU/ETL-master
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cross domain recommendation (CDR) [4] has been proposed to solve the data sparsity problem
in recommendation by transferring knowledge from other domains. According to real-world
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2 Xu Chen et al.
applications and certain criteria, CDR can be categorized into four different scenarios [29]: 1. No
User-No Item overlap (NU-NI); 2. UserâĂŞNo Item overlap (U-NI); 3. No UserâĂŞItem overlap
(NU-I); and 4. UserâĂŞItem overlap (U-I). In this paper, we mainly focus on the U-NI scenario where
items from different domains have no overlap and the users are shared. For example, in Amazon,
we want to improve the recommendation performance by mutually employing the knowledge from
movie purchase and book purchase. An example is given in Figure 1 (a) to better illustrate the U-NI
scenario.
Under the U-NI scenario, researchers have contributed a lot from various perspectives to transfer
knowledge for CDR. For example, Li et.al [33] introduced a shared cluster-level rating model
which defines a rating function for the latent user- and item-cluster variables to transfer knowledge.
Others [24, 45, 53] utilized different variants of matrix factorization (MF) approaches. However, most
clustering and MF-based methods cannot capture the complex pattern in user-item interactions.
Thus, some deep learning based methods [11, 22, 35, 60] have emerged to improve knowledge
transfer across domains and mine the complex patterns indicated by user-item interactions. For
example, a deep cross connection network is designed in [22] to learn and transfer the shared
interaction knowledge among domains. DARec [60] employs the domain adaptation technique [14]
to learn domain-invariant user representation for CDR and it has achieved the state-of-the-art
performance.
Recent knowledge transfer works [7, 9, 10] indicate that modeling the joint distribution of
different domain samples facilitates better knowledge transfer since joint distribution inherently
captures the correlation of different domain samples. Similarly, modeling the joint distribution of
user behaviors across different domains is crucial in CDR, because each user’s behaviors in different
domains are not independent. Instead, the user behaviors intrinsically exhibit correlations that
are caused by the user. Recent works [11, 53, 60] based on the idea of shared-user representation
attempt to model the above joint distribution. However, a user’s preferences in different domains
should have domain-specific properties, because each domain has its own exclusive attributes. For
example, in Figure 1 (b), actors and directors are in the movie domain while authors and writing
styles are in the book domain. The idea of shared-user representation resorts to learn the overlapped
properties of user preferences such as topic. It tends to suppress the domain-specific properties
and therefore fails to better predict user behaviors in CDR. Introducing the disentangling idea in
other areas [17, 26] could be a solution but resulting in a harder design of network architecture
and larger computation cost.
In this paper, we attempt to learn both the overlapped and domain-specific properties for CDR in
a more practical manner. In particular, we propose a equivalent transformation learner (ETL) which
models the joint distribution of user behaviors across different domains. In order to model the
joint distribution, we assume that each user’s preferences represented in latent space of different
domains can be mutually converted to each other with equivalent transformations. The equivalent
transformations enforce that a user’s preferences in different domain can have the capacity to
preserve the domain-specific properties as well as learn the overlapped properties. In other words,
the equivalent transformations encourage ETL to explore both properties as a regularization rather
than strict disentanglement of properties. Figure 2 shows the different idea of modeling user
preferences in CDR and the general architecture of our ETL. We show that when using ETL, the
recommendation accuracy is largely improved compared to state-of-the-art methods on several
public benchmarks. The contributions are as follows:
• We highlight the importance of modeling the joint distribution of user behaviors across
different domains for CDR;
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Fig. 1. An example to show the U-NI scenario and our motivation. (a) shows the U-NI scenarios where items
from different domains have no overlap and users are shared. Solid lines mean observed user-item interactions
and dashed lines are the interactions we need to predict. (b) illustrates our motivation, where user preferences
in different domains may contain specific properties due to the intrinsic attributes of each domain. The idea
of shared-user representation resorts to learn overlapped properties (e.g. topic and popularity) suppresses the
domain-specific properties (e.g. author and actor).
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Fig. 2. Comparison between recent works and our idea, together with a general architecture of our method.
Note, Ex and Ey are two encoders and Dx and Dy are two decoders for two domains, respectively. (a) shows
recent idea of shared-user representation. (b) illustrates our idea of equivalent transformation based user
representation. (c) shows the general architecture of our ETL. ETL performs the recommendation task in each
domain and adopts equivalent transformation assumption to model the relation between user preferences in
different domains. The equivalent transformation facilitates the joint distribution modeling of user behaviors
in different domains.
• We propose to learn both the overlapped and domain-specific properties for CDR. Further-
more, we develop a novel method named ETL that models the above joint distribution;
• We conduct extensive experiments on three public benchmarks. The empirical results show
the effectiveness of our method compared to recent state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 gives
the problem definition and the demonstration of the proposed method. Section 4 provides the
experiments and analysis to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusion
and future work are given in Section 5.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Cross domain recommendation emerged as one technique to relieve the sparsity problem on
recommendation [4]. The CDR problem has been investigated from both the non-deep-learning
aspect and deep-learning aspect. In addition, deep generative modeling is also introduced here to
better demonstrate the proposed method in Section 3.
2.1 Non-Deep-learning Based CDR
Generally, CDR emerges to solve the data sparsity problem in recommender systems. Early CDR
methods mainly concentrate on neighborhood-based solutions [2]. However, the neighborhood-
based CDR methods tend to detect localized relationships and fail to capture the totality of weak
signals implied by the user’s whole interactions [24]. Consequently, these methods are dominated
by MF-based [24, 35, 53] and clustering-based [15, 45] methods. For example, collective matrix
factorization (CMF) [53] factorizes multiple user-item interaction matrices from different domains
by sharing the user latent factor. CCCFNet [35] combines collaborative filtering and content-based
filtering into one unified matrix factorization framework for CDR problem. Considering clustering is
one practical technique to alleviate the sparsity problem in single domain recommendation [37, 44],
cluster-level matrix factorization [45] leverages K-means to capture the shared patterns between
the cluster of users and the cluster of items from different domains.
Although the neighborhood-based, MF-based and clustering-based methods have achieved
success, they are limited for CDR due to the following reasons [60]. First, most models are linear,
which fail to extract the complex patterns in user-item interactions. Second, the relatively dense
information of other domains is required to augment the target domains.
2.2 Deep-learning Based CDR
Owing to the superior representation learning ability of deep learning, many deep-learning based
CDR methods [11, 22, 28, 35, 60] have been proposed. Deep learning in CDR not only explores how
to capture the complex patterns in user-item interactions, but also pursues a more effective way
to transfer knowledge across different domains [48]. Inspired by the concept of modeling data in
semantic space of Deep Structured Semantic models (DSSM) [25], Elkahky et.al [11] proposed a
deep learning approach to project users and items in a shared semantic space, and recommend items
that have maximum similarity with users in that space. Gao et.al [27] pointed out that even in CDR,
the recommendation accuracy relies much on users’ modes of search. CoNet [22] employs deep
cross connection network to transfer knowledge between user-item interactions from different
domains. PPGN [61] propagates user preferences with graph neural networks in cross domain
recommendation. Motivated by dual learning‘[59], Li et.al [34] introduces proposed a deep dual
transfer network to enhance the bidirectional knowledge in CDR. Moreover, an orthogonal mapping
is used in [34] to extract user preferences over domains while preserving relations between users
in the latent space. Inspired by domain adaptation [14], [28] and [60] employs domain adaptation
technique to perform knowledge transfer by sharing user preference in different domains. Moreover,
DARec [60] has achieved the state-of-the-art performance.
Other researchers are also motivated by incorporating content information in cross domain
recommendation. For example, Hu et.al [23] recommended to combine the rich text information
(e.g. review and title) together to augment cross domain recommendation. In particular, they
achieved it by developing approaches to capture the knowledge from texts and transfer knowledge
across domains. Fu et.al [12] proposed a review and content based deep fusion model for cross
domain recommendation. Note these methods study the way of incorporate side information for
CDR, while our method focuses on better knowledge transfer of user interactions in CDR. Further
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specific CDR applications include cross platform social e-commerce [5, 36], multi-modal video
recommendation [42] and cross domain collaboration recommendation [55].
In summary, previous methods [14, 35, 53, 60] are mainly based on the idea of shared-user
representation, and focus on learning the overlapped properties of user preferences. In this paper,
we claim that user preferences of different domains should also have their domain-specific properties.
The proposed ETL advocates to learn both the overlapped and domain-specific properties for CDR.
2.3 Deep Generative Modeling
Deep generative modeling is a powerful technique for modeling data distributions. It has been
considerably discussed by variousmethodologies and extended tomany applications. In recent years,
variational inference [21] and generative adversarial learning [18] are two representative techniques
for deep generative modeling. Variational inference imposes distribution matching in a probabilistic
way with specified objective functions. For example, VAE [31] introduces Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence to match the latent posterior distribution with the Gaussian prior. Based on VAE, various
variants [62–64] are proposed to improve the encoding and reconstruction performance, together
with better distribution modeling manners. GAN [1, 18, 41, 47] is another hot deep generative
modeling technique. GAN contains a generator and a discriminator, where the discriminator
tries to distinguish the real samples with the fake samples and the generator tries to confuse
the discriminator. Adversarial learning in GAN has the advantage of measuring the distribution
distance in a more elegant way by binary classification and frees researchers from the painful
practice of defining a tricky objective function. Several works [6, 18, 47] have pointed that the
adversarial loss in GAN actually minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the data
distribution and the generator distribution.
There are also some works [43] trying to combine VAE and GAN theory together to perform
distribution modeling. For example, adversarial variational Bayes (AVB) is proposed in [43] to
train VAE with arbitrary inference models. VAE-GAN [54] is hyprid model in order to improve
distribution modeling and generation quality. Our ETL also works in the auto-encoding Bayes and
adversarial learning mechanism. Note that although combining VAE and GAN theory is not new in
deep generative modeling community, it is rarely considered in CDR.
3 METHOD
In this section, we first give the problem definition. Then, details about the proposed method is
introduced. The model architecture of the proposed method is show in Figure 3.
3.1 Problem Definition
In this paper, we focus on the U-NI scenario [29] in CDR. In this scenario, different domains X and
Y have the same set of usersU = {U1,U2, ...,UN } where N denotes the number of users. The item
set of domain X and Y respectively is IX = {IX1 , IX2 , ..., IXM } and IY = {IY1 , IY2 , ..., IYT }, where M
and T are the number of items in domain X and Y. The user-item interactions of domain X could
be represented by a matrix RX ∈ RN×M where the values are explicit feedback such as ratings
or implicit feedback such as clicks. Similarly, the user-item interactions of domain Y is indicated
by RY ∈ RN×T . Usually, RX and RY are very sparse since a user can only interact with a small
subset of items in each domain. The target of CDR is to improve the recommendation accuracy for
users in domain X and Y. Unlike [60], we do not distinguish a source domain or a target domain
since the recommendation task for each domain is performed in an unified method here. The main
notations in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations in this paper.
Notation Description
U a set of users in CDR
X and Y two different domains
IX the item set in X domain
IY the item set in Y domain
N the number of users
M the number of items in X domain
T the number of items in Y domain
RX the user behavior matrix in X domain
RY the user behavior matrix in Y domain
xi the behavior of user i in X domain
yi the behavior of user i in Y domain
Ex ,Ey the encoders of user behaviors in different domains
Dx ,Dy the decoders of user latent codes in different domains
zx the latent codes of a user in X domain
zy the latent codes of a user in Y domain
Wx ,Wy andW trainable matrices to approximate the equivalent transformation
Dx ,Dy the discriminators in adversarial distribution matching
d the latent embedding dimension
λ the hyper-parameter of equivalent transformation constraint
η the hyper-parameter on LPRL
ϕx ,ϕy parameters of the encoders
θx ,θy parameters of the decoders
ψx ,ψy parameters of the discriminators
L JRL the joint reconstruction loss
LPRL the prior regularization loss
LET L the objective function of ETL
3.2 Overview
Modeling the joint distribution of user behaviors across different domains is essential for CDR
since the behaviors exhibit intrinsic correlations that are caused by the users. By modeling the
joint distribution, we learn more representative user preferences which helps to predict the missing
interactions. The proposed ETL is also based onmodeling the above joint distribution. Thus, we start
with the joint distribution to introduce ETL. We here model the joint distribution via maximizing
the joint log-likelihood of observations.
Assume xi and yi are the behaviors for userUi in domain X and Y respectively. In other words,
xi and yi are the row vectors of RX and RY . Let (xi ,yi ) be one paired sample for userUi . The joint
log-likelihood of observations is composed of a sum over the likelihoods of individual datapoints∑N
i=1 logpθ (xi ,yi ), where pθ (xi ,yi ) denotes the probability density function.
logpθ ((x1,y1), (x2,y2), ..., (xN ,yN )) =
N∑
i=1
logpθ (xi ,yi ) (1)
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Fig. 3. The architecture of ETL. ETL encodes user behaviors in two domains with different encoders and
then decodes the latent codes to user behaviors in each domain. The joint reconstruction loss and a prior
regularization loss facilitates knowledge transfer between two domains and benefits the user behavior
prediction.
Borrowing the idea of maximizing the marginal log-likelihood in VAE [31], if zx and zy are the
latent factors of xi and yi respectively, logpθ (xi ,yi ) can be formulated as:
logpθ (xi ,yi ) =DKL[qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi )| |p(zx , zy |xi ,yi )]
+ L(θ ,ϕ;xi ,yi ) (2)
where the first term is the KL divergence of the approximate posterior qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi ) from the
true posterior p(zx , zy |xi ,yi ). Since this KL term is non-negative, the second term is the evidence
lower bound (ELBO) on the log-likelihood logpθ (xi ,yi ). And L(θ ,ϕ;xi ,yi ) can be written as:
L(θ ,ϕ;xi ,yi ) =Eqϕ (zx ,zy |xi ,yi )[logpθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy )]
− DKL[qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi )| |p(zx , zy )] (3)
where pθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy ) denotes the conditional distribution parameterized by θ . The first term in
Eq. 3 indicates the joint reconstruction loss where zx , zy encoded from xi ,yi are used to reconstruct
xi ,yi . The second term in Eq. 3 indicates the prior regularization loss where qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi ) is
expected to match the prior distribution p(zx , zy ). ETL implements the the joint reconstruction
loss and the prior regularization loss via a dual auto-encoder structure and an adversarial learning
scheme. The architecture of ETL is shown in Figure 3. In the following sections, we provide details
on the two losses, followed by the objective function and implementation.
3.3 Joint Reconstruction Loss
TermEqϕ (zx ,zy |xi ,yi )[logpθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy )] in Eq. 3 consists of an approximate posteriorqϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi )
parameterized by ϕ and a conditional distribution pθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy ) parameterized by θ . According
to the chain rule [3], we have:
qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi ) = qϕ (zx |xi ,yi )qϕ (zy |zx ,xi ,yi ) (4)
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Similarly, we rewrite pθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy ) as:
pθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy ) = pθ (xi |zx , zy )pθ (yi |xi , zx , zy ) (5)
However, the coupling theory [38] states that there exists infinite joint distribution formulations
that can reach the given marginal distributions. It hinders us to derive the above joint distribution
and some assumptions are indispensable to describe the relation between zx and zy in Eq. 4 and
Eq. 5.
Equivalent TransformationAssumption: In order tomodel the joint distribution and facilitate
knowledge transfer for CDR, we make the following equivalent transformation (ET) assumption:
Assumption 1. In CDR, each user’s preferences represented in latent space of different domains are
correlated and can be mutually converted to each other with equivalent transformations.
This assumption is reasonable due to the intrinsic characteristic of CDR, where a user’s behaviors
in different domains are both generated by the same user. Moreover, the ET assumption ensures
cross domain generation, namely a user’s preferences encoded from one domain could generate
the user’s behaviors in other domains.
To be specific for Figure 2, we denote zx as the output of encoder Ex and zy as the output of
encoder Ey . In order to reconstruct xi , we assume there is a shared decoder Dx that allows zx and
equivalently transformed zy to be decoded asxi . Similarly, there is a shared decoderDy that allows zy
and equivalently transformed zx to be decoded asyi . According to the definition inmathematics [19],
the equivalent transformation between zx and zy is defined as zx = Q−1zyP , where Q, P are two
invertible matrices. Note that we setQ as an identity matrix I here for simplicity. Thus, if we denote
zy→x as the equivalently transformed zy and zx→y as the equivalently transformed zx , we have
zy→x = zyWx , zx→y = zxWy andWx = P ,WxWy = I . Based on the above ET assumption, we have
the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Under the ET assumption, given observations xi , yi , the latent variables zx and zy
are conditional independent. Given latent variables zx , zy , the observations xi and yi are conditional
independent.
Thereby, with Proposition 1, Eq. 4 can be written as:
qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi ) = qϕx (zx |xi ,yi )qϕy (zy |xi ,yi )
= qϕx (zx |xi )qϕy (zy |yi ) (6)
where qϕx (zx |xi ) indicates the encoder Ex that encodes xi to zx in domain X. Similarly, qϕy (zy |yi )
indicates the encoder Ey that encodes yi to zy in domain Y. Also, together with Proposition 1 and
ET assumption, we write Eq. 5 as:
pθ (xi ,yi |zx , zy ) = pθx (xi |zx , zy )pθy (yi |zx , zy )
= pθx (xi |zx )pθx (xi |zyWx )pθy (yi |zy )pθy (yi |zxWy )
s .t . zx = zxWyWx , zy = zyWxWy . (7)
where θx is the parameter of the shared decoder Dx and θy is the parameter of the shared decoder
Dy . Eq. 7 indicates a dual auto-encoder structure where zx is used to reconstruct xi and generate
yi , and zy is used to reconstruct yi and generate xi .
The equivalent transformation is employed here since we consider each user’s preference encoded
from different domains should have their own domain-specific properties. In other words, the
equivalent transformation allows zx and zy to have the capacity of maintaining the domain-specific
properties as well as learning the overlapped properties by the dual auto-encoder structure.
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Specification of Equivalent Transformation: Different transformations may have different
impacts on knowledge transfer, and they are discussed with experiments in Section 4.4.2. In ETL,
inspired by [15], we consider that the equivalent transformation in CDR should avoid false correla-
tions between users. Thus, the orthogonal transformation is employed here since it preserves the
inner product of vectors, namely it keeps the user similarities across different domains. According
to the definition of orthogonal transformation,Wx andWy satisfiesWx =W andWy =W T , where
W ∈ Rd×d is the trainable orthogonal mapping matrix.
Taking the above into summary, the joint reconstruction loss is:
min
ϕx ,ϕy,θx ,θy,W
L JRL = −Eqϕx (zx |xi )[logpθx (xi |zx )] (8)
− Eqϕy (zy |yi )[logpθx (xi |zyW )]
− Eqϕy (zy |yi )[logpθy (yi |zy )]
− Eqϕx (zx |xi )[logpθy (yi |zxW T )]
+λ(| |zx − zxW TW | |1F + | |zy − zyWW T | |1F )
where {ϕx ,ϕy } and {θx ,θy } are the parameters of encoders and decoders respectively. λ is the
hyper-parameter to weight the importance of the orthogonal mapping.
3.4 Prior Regularization Loss
Term DKL[qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi )| |p(zx , zy )] involves joint prior p(zx , zy ) which indicates a complex prior
for zx , zy . In this paper, we set p(zx , zy ) = p(zx )p(zy ) for simplicity1. Taking Eq. 6 into consideration,
the prior regularization term is:
DKL[qϕ (zx , zy |xi ,yi )| |p(zx , zy )] = DKL[qϕx (zx |xi )| |p(zx )]
+DKL[qϕy (zy |yi )| |p(zy )] (9)
where p(zx ) and p(zy ) are the prior distributions. Eq. 9 states the regularization that matches
qϕx (zx |xi ) to prior p(zx ) and matches qϕy (zy |yi ) to prior p(zy ).
Since it is not easy to derive explicit formulations for some complex priors in KL-divergence,
ETL employs the adversarial distribution matching that can impose an arbitrary prior distribution
for the latent codes without hard derivation [40]. Inspired by [40, 43, 50, 54], we propose to use
adversarial learning to perform the distribution matching between qϕx (zx |xi ) (resp. qϕy (zy |yi )) and
p(zx ) (resp. p(zy )). Following [40], the prior regularization loss can be formulated with the following
adversarial learning scheme:
min
ψ
max
ϕ
LPRL = − Ezx∼p(zx )[logDx (zx )]
− Ezx∼qϕx (zx |xi ) [log(1 − Dx (zx ))]
− Ezy∼p(zy )[logDy (zy )]
− Ezy∼qϕy (zy |yi ) [log(1 − Dy (zy ))] (10)
where ϕ = {ϕx ,ϕy } shares the same definition in Eq. 8 andψ = {ψx ,ψy } are the parameters of the
discriminators Dx ,Dy . p(zx ) and p(zy ) are the prior distributions of zx and zy respectively.
The employed adversarial distribution matching in Eq. 10 has several advantages compared to the
KL-divergence in Eq. 9. The KL-divergence tries to match qϕx (zx |xi ) to prior p(z), which will have
risk to lose the information from input xi . By contrast, the adversarial distributionmatching in latent
space makes the posterior qϕx (zx |xi ) to be the aggregated posterior qϕx (zx ), which encourages zx
1The complex prior for this CDR problem could be explored in the future with the guidance of recent works [49, 56, 58].
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to match the whole distribution of p(zx ) [39, 40]. Accordingly, zy can match the whole distribution
of p(zy ) in similar way. Meanwhile, the mode collapse problem in adversarial learning could be
avoided since our method involves a reconstruction loss which encourages the latent embeddings
to match both the prior and the entire true data distribution [54].
3.5 Objective Function and Implementation
Taking Eq. 8 and Eq. 10 into account, maximizing the ELBO in Eq. 3 can be performed via optimizing
the following objective function:
min
Θ
max
Φ
LET L = L JRL + ηLPRL (11)
where Θ = {ϕx ,ϕy ,θx ,θy ,ψx ,ψy ,W } and Φ = {ϕx ,ϕy } are the network parameters. η is the
hyper-parameter to weight the importance of the prior regularization term.
The architecture of ETL is shown in Fig. 3, where Ex is the encoder for qϕx (zx |xi ) and Ey is the
encoder for qϕy (zy |yi ). Similarly,Dx andDy are the decoders for pθx (xi |·) and pθy (yi |·), respectively.
The discriminators Dx and Dy are designed for adversarial learning. In our implementation, all
Ex ,Ey ,Dx ,Dy ,Dx ,Dy are two-layer MLP with Relu as the non-linear activation function. We use
standard Gaussian distributions such that p(zx ) ∼ N(0, 1) and p(zy ) ∼ N(0, 1), which is a common
setting in recent adversarial learning based methods [18, 40, 54]. It is also worthwhile to point out
that although both p(zx ) and p(zy ) follow the standard Gaussian distribution, it does not mean zx
and zy are in the same latent space and it will not break our motivation of modeling both properties
of user preferences in CDR. Moreover, the reconstruction loss between the predictions and true
data could be MSE if the user-item interactions are explicit feedback and binary cross entropy if the
user-item interactions are implicit feedback.
3.6 Comparisons with Existing Methods
There are differences and connections between existing methods [11, 22, 53, 60] and ETL. First, there
is a key difference that distinguishes ETL from existing methods. Recent works [11, 28, 35, 53, 60]
based on the idea of shared-user representation resorts to learn the overlapped properties of user
preferences in different domains. It suppresses the domain-specific properties of user preferences
and therefore restricts the recommendation performance. In contrary, ETL advocates to learn both
the overlapped properties and domain-specific properties.
Meanwhile, ETL also has connections to existing methods. Although recent methods [11, 28, 35,
53, 60] with the idea of shared-user representation do not mention this, they attempt to model the
joint distribution of user behaviors across different domains. According to the coupling theory [38],
if we want to model a joint distribution of two marginal observations X,Y, an assumption is
indispensable to describe the relationship of corresponding latent factors zx and zy . The assumption
can be expressed as zx = zyWx , zy = zxWy (or as non-linear formulation). There are two possible
formulations which are unconstrained and constrained. The unconstrained formulation means there
is no constraint betweenWx andWy while the constrained one imposes constraints onWx andWy .
In CDR, zx and zy belonging to one user inherently exhibit correlation. Thus, in ETL, we
adopt the constrained formulation which specifically is our ET assumption. This assumption
involves the equivalent transformation withWxWy = I , which degenerates to the idea of shared-
user representation in [11, 53, 60] whenWx = Wy = I . However,Wx = Wy = I would make
the overlapped properties dominate the domain-specific properties. In contrary, ETL with ET
assumption allows a user’s preferences in different domains to have the capacity of preserving the
domain-specific properties as well as the overlapped properties. It is also worthwhile to point out
that the ET assumption ensures cross domain generation that facilitates better knowledge transfer,
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Table 2. The statistics of datasets.
Datasets Movie & Book Movie & Music Music & Book
#Users 29,476 15,914 16,267
Domain Movie Book Movie Music Music Book
#Items 24,091 41,884 17,794 20,058 18,467 23,988
#Interactions 591,258 579,131 416,228 280,398 233,251 291,325
Density 0.08% 0.05% 0.14% 0.09% 0.08% 0.07%
while it is largely ignored in recent works. Different variants of the unconstrained and constrained
formulations are discussed with experiments in Section 4.4.2.
Moreover, although DDTCDR [34] also utilizes the orthogonal mapping, there are key differences
betwee DDTCDR and our ETL. 1). DDTCDR is motivated by dual learning [59] to transfer knowledge
in CDR. However, our ETL is motivated by capturing both the overlapped and domain-specific
properties of user preferences in CDR. 2). In DDTCDR, the orthogonal mapping is to preserve the
user relations between users in the latent space for the deep dual transfer network. In ETL, the
orthogonal is a just special case of equivalent transformation and we also study other kinds of
equivalent transformations in the experiments. 3). DDTCDR is an interaction based CDR method
and does not explicitly model the joint distribution of user behaviors in CDR. By contrast, the
proposed ETL with equivalent transformation assumption explicitly models the joint distribution
of user behaviors in CDR and thus leads to an auto-encoder model architecture. The comparison
results are given in Section 4.
3.7 Time Complexity Analysis
Stochastic training of DNN methods involves two steps, the forward and backward computations.
ETL supports the mini-batch training and the time cost lies in the joint reconstruction term and the
prior regularization term. We thus decompose the time complexity of ETL into two parts, namely
the time complexity of the joint reconstruction term and the prior regularization term. In each batch
of ETL, the joint reconstruction term encodes user behaviors into latent codes and then decodes
the latent codes into user behaviors. If we denote B as the batch size, M and T as the number of
items in each domain, then the complexity of the joint reconstruction term is O(B(M +T )). The
prior regularization term imposes prior distribution on the latent codes. If we denote the latent
dimension as d , the complexity of the prior regularization term is O(Bd). In summary, the time
complexity of ETL is O(B(M +T ) + Bd). In addition, user behaviors in each domain usually are
extremely sparse vectors. This indicates most values in theM−dimensional and T−dimensional
user behavior vectors are zeros. Then the sparse vectors can be fast calculated by the sparse matrix
multiplication in Pytorch or Tensorflow. If we denote the average number of non-zero values of the
M−dimensional and T−dimensional user behavior vectors in a batch as c , we have c ≪ 12 (M +T ).
And the complexity of the joint reconstruction term can be largely reduced to O(2Bc). In this case,
the complexity of ETL is O(2Bc + Bd), which ensures that ETL can work on much larger datasets.
Moreover, when applying ETL on multiple domains, a two combination of each two domains can
be used, which is the same for other CDR methods (e.g. DARec). If we denote the domain number as
Nd , the complexity of ETL is O(Nd (Nd−1)2 (B(M +T )+Bd)). Since two domains are the most common
setting in CDR and this paper mainly focuses on the idea of modeling both the overlapped and
domain-specific properties, we thus do not explore more in the multiple-domain case by following
recent works [22, 52, 60].
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4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first give the details about the datasets and experimental settings. Then we
systemically evaluate ETL via the comparison with recent state-of-the-art methods on multiple
public benchmarks. Next, we conduct the ablation study to provide deeper insights on ETL. Finally,
we design two experiments to demonstrate that ETL simultaneously learns the domain-specific
and overlapped properties in CDR.
4.1 Dataset Description
To evaluate the effectiveness of ETL, we utilize three largest benchmarks from Amazon2. The
three datasets are Movies and TV (Movie), Books (Book), CDs and Vinyl (Music). Note that these
three dataset are benchmarks for corss domain recommendation and have been used in recent
works [22, 60]. Following [22, 60], we make a two combinations amongst the three datasets and
find the shared users in each of the two domains for the U-NI CDR scenario [29]. Next, we obtain
Movie & Book, Movie & Music and Music & Book as our experimental datasets. In case that
the implicit feedback are more common in real world, we thus focus on the implicit user-item
interactions in this paper. In other words, the user-item interaction matrices RX,RY are binary
matrices where the value is 1 (observed) if the user interacted with the item and 0 (unobserved)
otherwise. Since the user-item interactions in these benchmarks are ratings ranging from 0 to 5, we
convert the ratings of 3-4-5 as positive samples by following [22]. Finally, we filter users and items
whose number of interactions is less than 5. The dataset statistics are shown in Table 2. As shown
in Table 2, both domains in each dataset are extremely sparse with at least 99.86% interactions are
unobserved. It presents a great challenge on most clustering-based and MF-based CDR methods
since these methods normally require dense interactions in at least one domain [60]. In addition, the
number of items inMovie & Book is unbalanced and the density inMovie &Music is unbalanced,
which provides more comprehensive evaluation conditions for different CDR methods.
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Evaluation Protocols. In item recommendation, the leave-one-out (LOO) evaluation is
widely used [20, 22] and we also use LOO here. In other words, we randomly reserve two items for
each user, one as the validation item and the other one as the test item. Also, following [20, 22], we
randomly sample 99 items that are not interacted by the user as negative items, and then evaluate
how the recommender can rank the validation and test item against the negative items. Since we
focus on the implicit feedback in recommendation, we adopt three widely used evaluation metrics:
hit ratio (HR), normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
The predicted rank list is cut off at topK = 5, 10. A higher value means a better recommendation
performance for all three metrics. Also, during training, we save the best trained model according
to the performance on the validation set and perform testing with the saved model. All models are
run 5 times with different initialized parameters. We report the mean value on the test set as the
model performance and the t-test results to show that whether our ETL has statistically significant
performance over other methods.
4.2.2 Baselines. To illustrate the effectiveness, we compare ETL with single domain methods
(PMF, CDAE, CFVAE and AAE) and recent cross domain methods (CMF, AAE++, CoNet and DARec)
as follows:
• PMF [46]: Probabilistic matrix factorization is a classic factorization-based method for single
domain recommendation, which has been successfully applied in real systems [32]. Since we
2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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focus on the implicit feedback here, we replace the original mean square error (MSE) loss
in [32] with binary cross entropy loss for fair comparison.
• CDAE [57]: Collaborative denoising auto-encoder is a generalization of several auto-encoder
based recommendation methods but with more flexible components.
• CFVAE [8]: Collaborative variational auto-encoder is a variational auto-encoder model for
collaborative filtering.
• AAE [40]: Adversarial auto-encoder combines the recent generative adversarial networks
(GAN) and the auto-encoding variational inference. We follow CDAE’s setting here for AAE
to perform the recommendation task.
• CMF [53]: Collective matrix factorization is a multi-relational learning method that jointly
factorizes the user-item interaction matrices of different domains.
• AAE++ [40]: We extend AAE as AAE++ here for CDR. To be specific, AAE++ performs the
adversarial auto-encoder for different domains with the same standard Gaussian distribution
as prior and different discriminators. It also serves as a variant of our ETL model with no
cross generation stream.
• CoNet [22]: CoNet transfers knowledge of different domains through a modified cross-stitch
neural network. Specifically, it constructs deep cross-connections for the predicted user-item
interactions from different domains.
• DDTCDR [34]: DDTCDR introduces the mechanism of dual learning in CDR and proposes to
a deep dual transfer network transfer knowledge across domains. Since DDTCDR requires
user features and item features with the same dimension as input, we mainly focus on
the interaction data and the content information is not accessible. Thus we use matrix
factorization on the interaction matrix in each domain and obtain the latent features as the
user features and item features.
• DARec [60]: DARec is a recent state-of-the-art CDR model that transfers knowledge between
domains with shared users. It learns shared user representations across different domains via
domain adaptation technique [13].
• ETL-JRL: ETL-JRL is a variant of our ETL model, which only contains the joint reconstruction
loss L JRL .
4.2.3 Parameter Settings. We implement our ETL with Pytorch on a machine with one Ti-1080
GPU. The embedding size is fixed to 200 for all methods. We optimize all models with Adam
optimizer [30] and the batch size is set as 256. The default Xavier initializer [16] is used to initialize
all model parameters. For all methods, the dropout ratio is set as 0.5 and the learning rate is 0.001.
The number of training epochs is set to 300 which could ensure the convergence for all models. In
ETL, we do not tune hyper-parameter η and fix it as 1.0 on the three benchmarks for simplicity. For
hyper-parameter λ, we tune it among [0.1,0.5,1.0,2.0,5.0,10.0] according to the performance on the
validation set. Then we obtain λ = 5.0 for Movie & Book, λ = 0.5 for Movie & Music and λ = 1.0
for Music & Book. The codes of PMF, CDAE, CFVAE, AAE and CMF are easily obtained online.
For CoNet and DDTCDR, we directly use the codes provided by the authors and keep the default
settings. Since we do not acquire the codes of DARec from the authors, we implemented them with
Pytorch according to details in [60].
4.3 Performance Comparison
4.3.1 Overall Comparison. The performance comparison results are reported in Table 3,4,5,
together with the t-test results. Compared to the most competitive baseline, the percentage of
relative improvement (%Improv.) of ETL is calculated through 100 ∗ (vET L − vbase )/vbase . From
these tables, we have the following observations:
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Table 3. The overall comparison on Movie & Book. The underlined results are the best performance of
baselines. Compared to ETL, the t-test results of other baselines are shown in this table. ‡means p-value<0.01,
† indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Movie & Book
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Movie Book Movie Book
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
PMF 0.4364‡ 0.3147‡ 0.2745‡ 0.4003‡ 0.2961‡ 0.2621‡ 0.5737‡ 0.3591‡ 0.2928‡ 0.5121‡ 0.3327‡ 0.2772‡
CDAE 0.4660‡ 0.3471‡ 0.3056‡ 0.4483‡ 0.3492‡ 0.3157‡ 0.5991‡ 0.3901‡ 0.3263‡ 0.5640‡ 0.3851‡ 0.3315‡
CFVAE 0.4587‡ 0.3396‡ 0.3006‡ 0.4277‡ 0.3258‡ 0.2918‡ 0.5928‡ 0.3852‡ 0.3206‡ 0.5508‡ 0.3646‡ 0.3091‡
AAE 0.4661‡ 0.3471‡ 0.3080‡ 0.4457‡ 0.3509‡ 0.3128‡ 0.5989‡ 0.3900‡ 0.3269‡ 0.5559‡ 0.3871‡ 0.3291‡
CMF 0.4433‡ 0.3224‡ 0.2815‡ 0.4373‡ 0.3225‡ 0.2848‡ 0.5848‡ 0.3674‡ 0.3000‡ 0.5583‡ 0.3616‡ 0.3009‡
AAE++ 0.4803‡ 0.3590‡ 0.3189‡ 0.4537‡ 0.3592‡ 0.3280‡ 0.6098‡ 0.4009‡ 0.3362‡ 0.5656‡ 0.3954‡ 0.3429‡
CoNet 0.3886‡ 0.2702‡ 0.3379‡ 0.3451‡ 0.2316‡ 0.3108‡ 0.5244‡ 0.3145‡ 0.2970‡ 0.4690‡ 0.2716‡ 0.2653‡
DDTCDR 0.4090‡ 0.2942‡ 0.2576‡ 0.4008‡ 0.3153‡ 0.2893‡ 0.5394‡ 0.3382‡ 0.2732‡ 0.5073‡ 0.3492‡ 0.3013‡
DARec 0.4914‡ 0.3641‡ 0.3224‡ 0.4690‡ 0.3591‡ 0.3227‡ 0.6202‡ 0.4069‡ 0.3401‡ 0.5919‡ 0.3989‡ 0.3392‡
ETL-JRL 0.5109‡ 0.3805− 0.3427− 0.5020‡ 0.3940† 0.3663‡ 0.6412− 0.4157‡ 0.3600− 0.6266‡ 0.4221‡ 0.3819‡
ETL 0.5115 0.3812 0.3431 0.5111 0.3989 0.3705 0.6419 0.4244 0.3608 0.6329 0.4383 0.3861
%Improv. 4.09% 4.69% 1.53% 8.97% 11.05% 12.95% 3.49% 4.30% 6.08% 6.92% 9.87% 12.59%
Table 4. The overall comparison on Movie & Music. The underlined results are the best performance of
baselines. Compared to ETL, the t-test results of other baselines are shown in this table. ‡means p-value<0.01,
† indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Movie & Music
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Movie Music Movie Music
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
PMF 0.4081‡ 0.2872‡ 0.2474‡ 0.4505‡ 0.3350‡ 0.2969‡ 0.5490‡ 0.3326‡ 0.2261‡ 0.5769‡ 0.3759‡ 0.3137‡
CDAE 0.4191‡ 0.3093‡ 0.2723‡ 0.4433‡ 0.3396‡ 0.3053‡ 0.5544‡ 0.3528‡ 0.2898‡ 0.5662‡ 0.3792‡ 0.3225‡
CFVAE 0.4318‡ 0.3110‡ 0.2750‡ 0.4362‡ 0.3281‡ 0.2884‡ 0.5699‡ 0.3605‡ 0.2945‡ 0.5646‡ 0.3663‡ 0.3082‡
AAE 0.4357‡ 0.3226‡ 0.2860‡ 0.4557‡ 0.3445‡ 0.3086‡ 0.5689‡ 0.3658‡ 0.3023‡ 0.5772‡ 0.3863‡ 0.3248‡
CMF 0.4309‡ 0.3025‡ 0.2603‡ 0.4794‡ 0.3568‡ 0.3166‡ 0.5736‡ 0.3487‡ 0.2793‡ 0.6124‡ 0.4011‡ 0.3349‡
AAE++ 0.4281‡ 0.3142‡ 0.2754‡ 0.4538‡ 0.3501‡ 0.3142‡ 0.5628‡ 0.3564‡ 0.2928‡ 0.5789‡ 0.3887‡ 0.3301‡
CoNet 0.3729‡ 0.2556‡ 0.3183‡ 0.3887‡ 0.2658‡ 0.3273‡ 0.5146‡ 0.3013‡ 0.2759‡ 0.5380‡ 0.3140‡ 0.2873‡
DDTCDR 0.3880‡ 0.2748‡ 0.2366‡ 0.4204‡ 0.3169‡ 0.2804‡ 0.5220‡ 0.3177‡ 0.2542‡ 0.5421‡ 0.3563‡ 0.2962‡
DARec 0.4589‡ 0.3349‡ 0.2950‡ 0.4822‡ 0.3636‡ 0.3241‡ 0.5973‡ 0.3790‡ 0.3134‡ 0.6125‡ 0.4051‡ 0.3413‡
ETL-JRL 0.4869‡ 0.3629† 0.3210‡ 0.5260‡ 0.4027− 0.3631‡ 0.6222‡ 0.4057‡ 0.3387‡ 0.6548− 0.4422† 0.3766‡
ETL 0.4891 0.3632 0.3224 0.5314 0.4037 0.3653 0.6241 0.4076 0.3404 0.6550 0.4442 0.3819
%Improv. 6.58% 8.45% 1.28% 10.20% 11.02% 11.61% 4.48% 7.54% 8.61% 6.93% 9.65% 11.89%
• ETL consistently yields the best performance on the three datasets. In particular, ETL improves
over the state-of-the-art method with a 7.54%, 9.65% relative gain of NDCG@10 on movie
and music domain of Movie & Music. ETL intends to learn the domain-specific properties
as well as the overlapped properties, which facilitates better user behavior prediction. The
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Table 5. The overall performance on Music & Book. The underlined results are the best performance of
baselines. Compared to ETL, the t-test results of other baselines are shown in this table. ‡means p-value<0.01,
† indicates p-value<0.05 and − means p-value>0.05.
Music & Book
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Music Book Music Book
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
PMF 0.4213‡ 0.3138‡ 0.2783‡ 0.4015‡ 0.3182‡ 0.2889‡ 0.5360‡ 0.3508‡ 0.2936‡ 0.4992‡ 0.3480‡ 0.3009‡
CDAE 0.4266‡ 0.3259‡ 0.2839‡ 0.4046‡ 0.3129‡ 0.2868‡ 0.5471‡ 0.3615‡ 0.3031‡ 0.5139‡ 0.3478‡ 0.2985‡
CFVAE 0.4101‡ 0.3104‡ 0.2718‡ 0.3763‡ 0.2891‡ 0.2573‡ 0.5342‡ 0.3488‡ 0.2860‡ 0.5077‡ 0.3275‡ 0.2747‡
AAE 0.4302‡ 0.3326‡ 0.3007‡ 0.3983‡ 0.3159‡ 0.2852‡ 0.5498‡ 0.3712‡ 0.3152‡ 0.5121‡ 0.3491‡ 0.2992‡
CMF 0.4113‡ 0.3084‡ 0.2748‡ 0.4017‡ 0.3126‡ 0.2920‡ 0.5280‡ 0.3468‡ 0.2906‡ 0.5132‡ 0.3468‡ 0.3055‡
AAE++ 0.4270‡ 0.3287‡ 0.2956‡ 0.3996‡ 0.3200‡ 0.2917‡ 0.5450‡ 0.3661‡ 0.3110‡ 0.5084‡ 0.3535‡ 0.3055‡
CoNet 0.3380‡ 0.2235‡ 0.2963‡ 0.3265‡ 0.2032‡ 0.2899‡ 0.4699‡ 0.2663‡ 0.2506‡ 0.4505‡ 0.2452‡ 0.2419‡
DDTCDR 0.3965‡ 0.3061‡ 0.2749‡ 0.3689‡ 0.2992‡ 0.2734‡ 0.5110‡ 0.3412‡ 0.2879‡ 0.4700‡ 0.3300‡ 0.2872‡
DARec 0.4535‡ 0.3422‡ 0.3060‡ 0.4368‡ 0.3350‡ 0.3013‡ 0.5796‡ 0.3832‡ 0.3229‡ 0.5494‡ 0.3710‡ 0.3161‡
ETL-JRL 0.4646‡ 0.3586‡ 0.3228‡ 0.4458‡ 0.3389‡ 0.3139‡ 0.5855‡ 0.3968‡ 0.3385‡ 0.5650‡ 0.3828‡ 0.3288‡
ETL 0.4686 0.3683 0.3282 0.4496 0.3493 0.3155 0.5942 0.4034 0.3444 0.5669 0.3865 0.3369
%Improv. 3.32% 7.62% 7.25% 2.93% 4.26% 4.71% 2.51% 5.27% 6.65% 3.18% 4.17% 6.58%
superior performance of ETL over AAE++ also indicates the importance of cross domain
generation that introduced by the equivalent transformation assumption.
• Compared to DDTCDR, ETL consistently yields better performance. DDTCDR proposes
to use dual learning to transfer knowledge and further involves a orthogonal mapping to
preserve user relations in latent space. While the proposed ETL explicitly models the joint
distribution of user behaviors across domains by an equivalent transformation assumption.
The comparison results show the benefits of explicitly modeling the joint distribution.
• Cross domain based methods generally outperform the single domain based methods, in-
dicating the importance of transferring knowledge across domains in recommendation. In
particular, in order to transfer knowledge from other domains, CMF utilizes the linear collec-
tive matrix factorization technique while AAE++ and DARec employ various deep learning
techniques. For CoNet, it presents an unsatisfactory performance except in the MRR metric,
because the learning mechanism in CoNet breaks the joint behavior pattern in CDR.
• Compared with ETL-JRL which only has the joint reconstruction loss L JRL , ETL achieves
better performance. The reason for this is that the prior regularization in ELBO of Eq. 3
encourages the preferences to be learned in a specific space with prior knowledge, which
benefits the learning process. Moreover, although the original intention of the prior regu-
larization is the joint prior p(zx , zy ), the results show our standard Gaussian assumption in
Section 3.4 also works. This verifies the effectiveness of ETL even with a simple prior.
• Considering the t-test results, we can see that ETL presents statistically significant perfor-
mance compared to the baseline models. It is also worthwhile to point out that in some cases
ETL does not have statistically significant performance over ETL-JRL. This is mainly because
the prior distribution may be data-dependent and the standard Gaussian distribution in ETL
is not the best choice. Nonetheless, it does not serve as a conflict to our main idea. We also
discuss the effects of different prior distributions with experiments in Section 4.4.3.
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(a) Movie & Book-Movie (b) Movie & Book-Movie
(c) Movie & Book-Book (d) Movie & Book-Book
Fig. 4. The effects of different latent dimensions on Movie & Book.
4.3.2 Different Latent Dimensions. The latent dimension is an important factor that accounts
for the recommendation performance of different methods. We thus investigate the impact of
different latent dimensions on different methods. Then, we fix the other factors of all methods and
allow the latent dimension d to range in [50,100,150,200,250,300]. The results on three datasets are
shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6. From these figures, we summarize that:
• Compared with other methods, ETL consistently achieves the best performance on almost
every latent dimension. ETL is robust to the change of latent dimension according to the
slight change of performance. This verifies the significance of modeling both properties,
which helps to robustly transfer knowledge with different latent dimensions.
• It is worthwhile to point out that DARec does not perform robustly with the change of latent
dimensions. This main reason is that DARec involves the pretraining of AutoRec [51] as
the base model, which would accumulate noise with a bad latent dimension because of the
two-step scheme.
4.3.3 Different Sparsity Levels. Since sparsity is an important problem in recommendation
systems, it is necessary to investigate whether ETL can still perform better than other methods under
more sparse conditions. To this end, we vary sparsity levels of the training data to investigate the
method’s corresponding performance. In particular, fixing the validation and test set, we randomly
sample a ratio ranging in [20%,40%,60%,80%,100%] of the original train data as new train data for
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(a) Movie & Music-Movie (b) Movie & Music-Movie
(c) Movie & Music-Music (d) Movie & Music-Music
Fig. 5. The effects of different latent dimensions on Movie & Music.
different sparsity levels. The results are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9. According to
these figures, we can see that:
• It is obvious that ETL consistently outperforms other methods on almost all sparsity levels.
We also observe that when compared with ETL, DARec shows much competitive performance
when the data are extremely sparse. One reason for this may be that DARec contains the
pretraining scheme which helps the model have a better initialization point.
• The extreme sparse cases would cause deterioration to the recommendation performance.
As shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, all methods would have a decrease when
training data are less. In the extreme sparse case 0.2, the gap among most CDR methods is
not obvious, because the observed data are too less to train a reliable model with 0.2 train
ratio. For example, with 0.2 train ratio, we only have 0.01% observed interactions on Movie &
Book-Book.
4.3.4 Empirical Running Time Analysis. To investigate the time complexity, we conduct an
experiment to compare the empirical running time of each epoch for different models. We conduct
the experiments 10 times on the same machine with one Ti-1080 GPU. The mean value of running
time per epoch is reported in Figure 10.
From Figure 10, we can see that: (1) CoNet costs the most time because it involves the pretraining
of a single domain and stacks multiple cross connection units to model the interactions of different
domains. (2) Compared to AAE++ and DARec, ETL takes the running time in the same level and
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(a) Music & Book-Music (b) Music & Book-Music
(c) Music & Book-Book (d) Music & Book-Book
Fig. 6. The effects of different latent dimensions on Music & Book.
achieves better recommendation performance. This also verifies the time efficiency of the proposed
model. (3) The matrix factorization based method CMF costs more time than auto-encoding based
methods (e.g. AAE++, DARec and ETL). This is because with the same batch size, CMF takes
user-item interaction pairs for training, while auto-encoding based methods can take all behaviors
of batch users and accelerate the training.
4.4 Ablation Study
4.4.1 Hyper-parameter Sensitivity. In ETL, λ controls the weight of the equivalent transfor-
mation and η weights the prior regularization. To investigate how the hyper-parameters λ,η
influence the performance of ETL, we conduct an experiment to study the sensitivity of these two
hyper-parameters. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 11.
From this figure, we can see that the best hyper-parameter setting is different on different datasets.
For example, in Figure 11 (b), ETL performs better when η is around 10.0 and λ is around 0.2 on
Movie & Book-Book. While for Movie & Music-Music in Figure 11 (d), the hyper-parameters are
around η = 0.5, λ = 5.0. This is because different datasets have different distributions and require
different weights of the equivalent transformation and the prior regularization.
4.4.2 The Effects of Different Transformations. In case that we adopt the orthogonal trans-
formation for the equivalent transformation, it is curious to explore what are the effects of different
transformations. We here conduct an experiment with other 4 different transformations for ETL.
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(a) Movie & Book-Movie (b) Movie & Book-Movie
(c) Movie & Book-Book (d) Movie & Book-Book
Fig. 7. The effects of different sparsity levels on Movie & Book. Train ratio means the ratio of the original
train data.
Table 6. The definitions of different transformations. Trans1 and Trans2 are both not equivalent transfor-
mations. Trans3 is one simple equivalent transformation. Trans4 is our extended non-linear equivalent
transformation from Trans3.
Trans Formulation Type
Trans1 zy→x = zyWx , zx→y = zxWy
unconstrained
(linear)
Trans2 zy→x = σ (zyW 1x )W 2x , zx→y = σ (zxW 1y )W 2y unconstrained(non-linear)
Trans3
zy→x = zyWx , zx→y = zxWy
s .t . min | |zx − zx→yWx | |1F
s .t . min | |zy − zy→xWy | |1F
constrained
(linear, equivalent)
Trans4
zy→x = σ (zyW 1x )W 2x , zx→y = σ (zxW 1y )W 2y
s .t . min | |zx − σ (zx→yW 1x )W 2x | |1F
s .t . min | |zy − σ (zy→xW 1y )W 2y | |1F
constrained
(non-linear, equivalent)
The results on Movie & Book are shown in Figure 12, where Trans5 is the used orthogonal
transformation and Trans1∼4 indicate other 4 different transformations which are defined in Table 6.
From Table 6 and Figure 12, we can see:
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(a) Movie & Music-Movie (b) Movie & Music-Movie
(c) Movie & Music-Music (d) Movie & Music-Music
Fig. 8. The effects of different sparsity levels on Movie & Music. Train ratio means the ratio of the original
train data.
• The orthogonal transformation (Trans5) outperforms other 4 transformations. This is reason-
able since only Trans5 is the equivalent one as well as does not introduce spurious correlations
between users after knowledge transfer.
• It is worthwhile to notice that the equivalent transformations (Trans3∼5) present better
performance compared to the non-equivalent ones (Trans1∼2). This verifies the correctness
of our ET assumption that encourages ETL to learn better coverage of user preferences. The
unconstrained ones deteriorate the recommendation performance since they introduce noise
during knowledge transfer for CDR. Moreover, even with other equivalent transformations
(Trans3∼4), ETL could still perform better than DARec according to Table 3∼5.
4.4.3 The Effects of Different Priors. In Section 3.5, we take standard Gaussian distributions as
priors. Different priors have different prior knowledge for the learned user preferences. Thus it is
interesting to see the effects of different priors. In this part, we explore the effects of different priors
on the model performance. In particular, we apply four common priors in generative modeling and
show the results in Table 7. From Table 7, we have the following key observations:
• Compared to other priors, uniform prior consistently leads to poor recommendation perfor-
mance. It is because users usually have non-uniform interests on different topics and the
uniform distribution does not match the implicit distribution of user preferences.
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(a) Music & Book-Music (b) Music & Book-Music
(c) Music & Book-Book (d) Music & Book-Book
Fig. 9. The effects of different sparsity levels on Music & Book. Train ratio means the ratio of the original
train data.
(a) Movie & Book (b) Movie & Music (c) Music & Book
Fig. 10. The empirical running time in each epoch of different methods.
• Gaussian and Laplace prior have comparable performance. On Movie & Music, Laplace prior
gain better performance than Gaussian prior, while on other two benchmarks, they have
slight gaps and Gaussian prior has better performance in some cases. Thus the choice of prior
should be data dependent.
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(a) Movie & Book
Movie-NDCG@10
(b) Movie & Book
Book-NDCG@10
(c) Movie & Music
Movie-NDCG@10
(d) Movie & Music
Music-NDCG@10
Fig. 11. The effects of hyper-parameters λ,η on two datasets. We show the results of two datasets here to
illustrate the observations and the results of another dataset follow similar pattern.
• MVGaussian prior generally does not have better performance than Gaussian prior. This
is mainly because it is hard to define the parameters of MVGaussian and is easy to involve
human bias. Instead, the most common prior (i.e. Gaussian) can provide satisfied performance.
4.5 Analysis of Learned User Preferences
In ETL, the equivalent transformation mathematically enables ETL to have the capacity of capturing
both the overlapped and domain-specific properties for CDR. This is quite different from the
disentangling idea in other works [17, 26], the equivalent transformation in ETL is more practical
without hard network design and large computation cost. Moreover, since our model mainly
concentrates on the user-item interactions, specific instances about the overlapped and domain-
specific properties is beyond the interest of this study. Instead, we design two experiments to show
that ETL learns the domain-specific properties as well as the overlapped properties in CDR.
4.5.1 Domain-Specific Properties of User Preferences. In this paper, different methods learn
user preferences zx , zy by encoding the user-item interactions xi ,yi . We thus can formulate q(zx |xi )
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(a) Movie-HR (b) Movie-NDCG
(c) Book-HR (d) Book-NDCG
Fig. 12. The effect of different transformations on Movie & Book. Note that we show the results on Movie &
Book here as an example to illustrate our idea. Results on other two benchmarks follow similar pattern.
and q(zy |yi ) as the preference distributions in different domains. The idea of shared-user representa-
tion tend to enforce low distance between q(zx |xi ) and q(zy |yi )while the equivalent transformation
idea in ETL tends to have a larger distribution distance.
We thus conduct an experiment here to show that ETL is able to learn the domain-specific
properties. In particular, for different methods, we use the learned zx and zy of different methods
and calculate the MMD distance between q(zx |xi ) and q(zy |yi ). The results of MMD distance and
model performance on three benchmarks are shown in Figure 13. From this figure, we have the
following observations:
• Small or large distribution distance does not mean better recommendation performance.
While better recommendation performance indicates more information are captured and may
lead to large distribution distance. For example, 1). PMF of different domains takes the same
one-hot user encoding as input and thus has rather small distribution distance, but it has poor
performance. For CDR method CMF that shares exactly the same user representation3, have
zero distance distance and show unsatisfied performance compared to DARec. 2) CDAE and
AAE, taking user behaviors in different domains as input, have larger MMD distance than
ETL but achieve poor performance. This is mainly because CDAE and AAE are single domain
methods. zx and zy from them are not aligned and thus have large distribution distance.
3CoNet has similar results with CMF and we do not show it here for more clear visualization.
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Table 7. The effects of different priors on three benchmarks. Uniform indicates samples fromU (0, 1), Laplace
indicates samples from L(0, 1), Gaussian means samples from N(0, 1) and MVGaussian means samples from
multi-variate GaussianMVG = N(0, 1)+N(3, 1). For MVGaussian, we simply take the summarization of two
independent Gaussian here and the mean value of the second Gaussian is set as 3 in order to form multiple
peaks according to the 3-σ principle in Gaussian distribution.
Movie and Book
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Movie Book Movie Book
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
Uniform 0.5030 0.3761 0.3348 0.4976 0.3761 0.3368 0.6341 0.4185 0.3527 0.6211 0.4167 0.3536
Laplace 0.5095 0.3826 0.3406 0.5149 0.4052 0.3637 0.6418 0.4254 0.3583 0.6320 0.4437 0.3792
MVGaussian 0.5044 0.3770 0.3349 0.4960 0.3788 0.3399 0.6398 0.4208 0.3529 0.6191 0.4186 0.3564
Gaussian 0.5115 0.3812 0.3431 0.5111 0.3989 0.3705 0.6419 0.4244 0.3608 0.6329 0.4383 0.3861
Movie and Music
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Movie Music Movie Music
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
Uniform 0.4831 0.3561 0.3168 0.5123 0.3875 0.3470 0.6214 0.4005 0.3350 0.6382 0.4295 0.3644
Laplace 0.4931 0.3684 0.3291 0.5297 0.4063 0.3660 0.6274 0.4117 0.3464 0.6578 0.4477 0.3823
MVGaussian 0.4734 0.3517 0.3103 0.4992 0.3824 0.3433 0.6113 0.3949 0.3281 0.6294 0.4242 0.3603
Gaussian 0.4891 0.3632 0.3224 0.5314 0.4037 0.3653 0.6241 0.4076 0.3404 0.6550 0.4442 0.3819
Music and Book
topK topK=5 topK=10
Domain Music Book Music Book
Metrics HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR HR NDCG MRR
Uniform 0.4403 0.3305 0.3054 0.4394 0.3338 0.2989 0.5629 0.3700 0.3212 0.5576 0.372 0.3147
Laplace 0.4614 0.3568 0.3230 0.4623 0.3572 0.3217 0.5766 0.3954 0.3388 0.5768 0.3928 0.3364
MVGaussian 0.4392 0.3431 0.3056 0.4325 0.3303 0.2952 0.5675 0.3818 0.3219 0.5590 0.3700 0.3116
Gaussian 0.4686 0.3683 0.3282 0.4496 0.3493 0.3155 0.5942 0.4034 0.3444 0.5669 0.3865 0.3369
Considering capturing domain-specific properties can lead to large distribution distance, we
can explain why ETL with larger MMD distance can have better performance than other
CDR methods.
• Compared to other CDR methods such as AAE++ and DARec, ETL has lager MMD distance.
This indicates that zx and zy learned by ETL have more variations in their own domains.
Unlike the idea of shared-user representation that compresses domain-specific properties,
the idea of equivalent transformation enables ETL to have the capacity of capturing the
domain-specific variations as well as the correlations across domains.
4.5.2 Overlapped Properties of User Preferences. For a user’s preferences in CDR, the over-
lapped properties is a bridge to transfer knowledge across domains. Thus, in this part, we aim to
conduct an experiment to verify whether ETL can capture the correlations across domains and learn
the overlapped properties. In particular, let’s denote Zx ∈ RN×d and Zy ∈ RN×d as the user embed-
ding matrix for X and Y domain, respectively. (Zxi ,Zyi ) indicates a paired user representation for
Ui in different domains and (Zxi ,Zy j ) is an unpaired one. Then, the intrinsic characteristic of user
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(a) Movie & Book-Movie (b) Movie & Book-Book
(c) Movie & Music-Movie (d) Movie & Music-Music
(e) Music & Book-Music (f) Music & Book-Book
Fig. 13. The results of model performance and MMD distance on three benchmarks. This experiment is
designed to show that ETL has the capacity to learn the domain-specific properties of user preferences.
behaviors in CDR indicates that, Zxi and Zyi describing the same user will have overlaps while Zxi
and Zy j not. Therefore, we train a two-layer MLP classifier to perform the binary classification task
with (Zxi ,Zyi ) as label 1 and (Zxi ,Zy j ) as label 0. In this experiment, the concatenation operation
is employed between Zx and Zy and we follow the common 6(train)-2(validation)-2(test) setting for
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Table 8. The binary classification results with AUC. This experiment is designed to verify that the proposed
ETL learns the overlapped properties of user preferences in CDR.
Movie & Book Movie & Music Music & Book
PMF 0.6571 0.7322 0.5709
CDAE 0.6796 0.7267 0.6195
AAE 0.7128 0.7734 0.6516
AAE++ 0.7253 0.7777 0.6565
DARec 0.7460 0.8203 0.6934
ETL 0.9160 0.9574 0.8826
classification. The experiment is conducted 10 times and we report the mean value as results4. The
results are shown in Table 8. There are two key observations:
• The proposed ETL yields the best classification performance. This indicates that ETL has
better ability to distinguish embeddings that belongs to the same user. Namely, ETL captures
the overlapped properties of the same user that help to distinguish different users.
• Two interesting phenomenons are observed in Table 8. First, the single domain based methods
(PMF, CDAE, AAE) have worse AUC compared with the cross domain based methods (AAE++,
DARec and ETL). Second, considering the recommendation performance in Table 3,4,5, it
seems that the recommendation accuracy has a positive correlation with the classification
AUC, which implies that a model with better classification performance tends to have better
recommendation accuracy. These two phenomenons emphasize our motivation of learning
user preferences in CDR with equivalent transformations which maintain the correlations
across domains as well as have the capacity for domain-specific properties.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we reveal that recent CDR methods based on the idea of shared-user representation
resorts to learn the overlapped properties of user preferences. In contrary, we claim that each user’s
preferences in different domains should have their domain-specific properties. We thus attempt to
learn both the overlapped and the domain-specific properties for CDR. Furthermore, based on an
equivalent transformation assumption, we propose a novel method called ETL which models the
joint distribution of user behaviors across different domains. Through extensive experiments on
three public benchmarks, we demonstrate the rationality and effectiveness of ETL.
Although ETL has outperformed several recent state-of-the-art methods, there are still has
some inadequacies which limit its potential. For example, recall that in this paper, we make a
simplified Gaussian assumption for the joint prior p(zx , zy ) in Section 3.4. A complex prior may
provide more informative prior knowledge to enhance recommendation performance. Besides, the
proposed method learns the two properties by the mathematical characteristics of the equivalent
transformation and cannot provide intuitive results like disentanglement. Therefore, in future,
we would explore a better way to model the joint prior or a combination between ETL and
disentanglement to provide interpretable recommendations.
4CMF and CoNet both learn one low-dimensional embedding for each user across different domains, which makes them not
suitable for this experiment here.
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